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1. Producing of ammonia.
Ammonia is synthesized from nitrogen and hydrogen in proporlion 1: 3 in conditions of
high temperature and pressure in presence of catahzor.

The resources for producing of ammonia enter the reforming deparlments where a
two-stage conversion of methane is accomplished and, as a catahzor is used nickel.

cHo+H2o -  co+ 3H. �

C O + H r O  -  C O r a H z

After the two stages of conversion a nitro-hydroden mixture is prepared, in
proportion l: 3, which is contracted with a gas compressor to a pressure of 300-320 ATM.
From the compressor the mixture is passed to a department for synthesis of ammonia.

N2+3H2  :  2NH3

After the column the gas corxpressor to a boiler utilized, through a cooler where a
condensed ammonia is released, which is gathered intro a reservoir with a pressure p-6 bar.
From the reservoir through pumps the ammonia is passed to the bill of lading and
production of urea.

2. Producing ofurea.
It includes the following stages:

a) synthesis - interaction of NH3 and CO2

2NH3 + COz - NH2COONH4 + 125,6 kJ

NH2COONH4 - (NH2)2CO + H2O - 155 kJ

b) distillation of,the products of synthesis
c) adaptatron of the urea solutions, obtained in the process of distillation intro a final

product.
The synthesis runs through two stages and it is realrzed in synthesis columns, where

through a pump is passed ammonia and through a compressor - COr. The synthesis column
consists of a mixer and a reactor. The produced mixture passes into granulating towers and
from there through transporting lines enters the storage and packing-rootn.
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Here we shall construct
Z1

a model of producing of ammonia and urea.
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Zt: . { l r  } ,  { lz} ,1r [*  

t ,  where
w1 - resufses of entree's are passed to the department for production of ammonia
11 and 12 interpreted resurses of entree's and deparlment for production of ammonia,

represent
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Zz:1{lz},{l:}, lr l*t >, where

w1 - ammonia from deparlment for production of ammonia is passed to the
department for production of urea

12 and 12 interpreted deparlment for production of ammonia and department for
production of urea, represent
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Zt:lt lr), { l+}, lrf*P, where

w1 - ured from department for production of urea is passed to the bill of lading
13 and la interpreted department for production of urea and bill of lading, represent

Department for production of ammonia
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Zr: .{11,12,13},  { l+},  t r  [E 
^(11,12,13)>, where

rrl*,
l,l*,

w1 - natural gas is passed to the reforming department,
w2 - air is passed to the reforming department,
w3 - water is passed to the reforming department

lr and lz and 1l and la interpreted natural gas and air and water and reforming
department, represent
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ls
Zz:1 { l+ }, { ls }, tolil ), where

w1 - the nitro-hydrogen mixture is passed to the gas compressor
1+ and 15 interpreted reforming department and gas compressor, represent
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Zr:.{ls,ln},{lo}, lslwl , <(ls, lq)>, where

ld wr
w1 -the nitro-hydrogen mixture is passed to the column for synthesis of ammonia
w2- the nureacted gases are sent back to the column for synthesis of ammonia
15 and lq and 16 interpreted gas compressor and circling purnp and column for

synthesis of ammonia, represent

It
Zq:<{10}, {b}, tul6 >, where

w1 -hot gases from column for synthesis of ammoniaare passed to the cooler
16 and 17 interpreted column for synthesis of ammonia and cooler, represent

J&l-
Zs:<{ lz } , {1s,1q} , lz lwr w2 ), where

w1 - ammonia obtained fi'om the cooler enters the reservoir
w2 - the nureacted gases is passed circling pump
17 and ls and le interpreted cooler and reservoir and circling pump, represent

Department for production of urea
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lz
Zt:<{ 1r } , { 1z } , lr lwI >, where

w1 - Co;passed to the compressor
11 and 12 interpreted COz from air and compressor for COz, represent

I+
Zz:1 {1:}, $+}, l: lwr>, where

w1 - amrhonia is passed to the pump
13 and la interpreted ammonia from department for production of ammonia and

pump for liquid ammonia, represent
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Zt :<{  lz , l+} ,  t l s } , ,^(12,1+)>, where



w1 - liquid COz is Passed to mixer
w2 - ammonia is passed to the mixer
lz and 1+ and 15 interpreted compressor for COz and pllmp for liquid ammonia and

mixer, represent

l6

z+:1{ls L {16};l 
ffii;r:ffi:"rure enters the reactor from the mixer

[5 and 16 interpreted mixer and reactor, represent

17
Zs:< { lo }, { lt l ,  lolwt >, where

w1 - from the reactor the prepared solution enters the granulating tower

16 and 17 interpreted reactor and granulating tower, represent

ls
Zs:<{12},  {1s},  l t l *P, where

w1 - frorir the granulating tower the urea gets upon the transporting lines

17 and ls interpreted granulating tower and transporting lines, represent

The model is used for detection of damages, that occur, during the process of production,

it's easy adapted understandable, compact and is not difficult to see the it's advantages compared to

those of other models. By means of this model are saved time, a lot of work and money in contrast

to the traditional methods for production of such sort of models.
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